
We first conducted extensive keyword research to determine
which terms would best capture their target audience. This was
followed by a series of interviews to understand the best way
to group the content, and to capture the authentic voice of this
business. We also looked at the current work and what could
be improved to ensure they were showing up in more relevant
searches for baby sensory toys. We created a comprehensive
guide to sensory toys, with supporting blogs to go into more
detail into different types of toys, gifts, and sensory
achievements for every stage of a child's development. We
improved the website overall, working through each product to
link appropriate supporting information to help customers
make informed choices. Using Google Search Console, we
ensured Google indexing of each and every page and blog,
tracking queries and optimising content to respond to customer
demand.

The Gift of Sensory is a small business based in Devon that is
dedicated to providing high-quality sensory products for
young children and babies. As the world of e-commerce
grows ever more competitive, they found themselves
struggling to compete against major online retailers such as
Amazon and Etsy. To help overcome this challenge, the Gift of
Sensory partnered with Treat to create and execute an
effective online search strategy.

T H E  A P P R O A C H

O B J E C T I V E S

"Really pleased with how things are
going and the orders coming through! I
have had a read through and the blogs
are good, I love the images as well."

Laura Crowley

Owner, The Gift of Sensory

Dramatic uplift in sales during
busy Christmas season
Website visible on Page 1 of
Google,
Ranking in Top 3 for essential
products right next to Amazon
and Etsy

Benefits

Website had no presence
on Google at all.
Faced competition on
popular products from
global powerhouse
competitors
Wanted to transform their
online presence
Needed thought leadership
on sensory products

Challenges

The results are impressive - The Gift of Sensory soon began
climbing up Google SEO rankings for their most popular items
and even managed to outrank Amazon sellers on image
search. Thanks to our digital marketing efforts, the company
was able to gain more exposure online and connect with
potential customers who might have otherwise overlooked
them in favour of bigger brands.

O U T C O M E S

Small businesses can struggle to
compete against major online
retailers, that's why the Gift of
Sensory partnered with Treat to
overcome this challenge and get to
the top of Page 1.

RANKING WITH
THE BIG BOYS
AT THE TOP OF
GOOGLE

A T  A  G L A N C E
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